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How would you advocate for
sustainable and adequate funding for
our students?
Having been a teacher I see classroom size go up
but funding going down – doesn't compute. We

need a new funding formula.

What are your priorities for education outcomes for Alberta’s students?
That all students have an equal opportunity to be successful and prepared for an ever changing
world. As a society we always say that our children deserve the best so let's indeed display that
attitude in our planning and implementation within public schooling.

What is your position on the current draft K-6 curriculum?
Non-starter as the development process was flawed. As a social studies teacher most the draft
doesn't make sense as others in the educational communities have also concurred. The design
of curriculum shouldn't be by the whims of the government but rather from professionals in the
educational community. For example, child development professionals, university educational
research, board professionals interacting with parent groups and business interests all having
their input. Finally, then having a govt. draft curriculum based on research of the entire
educational community.

What is your position on charter schools?
What can they do that public schools can't? I believe that charter schools are not as
accountable to the greater community and taxpayers, hence should be restricted in their
development. We live in a pluralistic society that should not exclude students based on criteria
that is not accountable to the general public.

What are your priorities for new school buildings and other infrastructure?
We need to emphasize buildings that meet the new environmental standards of the future. We
need to bring in members of the community to discuss what schools should look like in the



future. For example, can we build schools in such a way that can be utilized by community
groups when not in use during the day.

What is your position on public-private partnerships to build new schools?
As a rule, against this education is a public trust. Private interests could interfere with the
interests of the community at large. It is fine and just to have private business input but their
interests should not overshadow the interests of the common good.


